The existence of a plastic phase and a solid-liquid dynamical bistability region in small fullerene cluster (C(60))(7): molecular dynamics simulation.
We have simulated (by the molecular dymanics (MD) method) the dynamics of fullerenes (C(60)) in an extremely small cluster composed of only as many as seven C(60) molecules. The interaction is taken to be the full 60-site pairwise additive Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential which generates both translational and anisotropic rotational motions of each molecule. Our atomically detailed MD simulations discover the plastic phase (no translations but active reorientations of fullerenes) at low energies (temperatures) of the (C(60))(7) cluster. We provide the in-depth evidence of the dynamical solid-liquid bistability region in the investigated cluster. Moreover, we confirm the existence of the liquid phase in (C(60))(7), the finding of Gallego et al (1999 Phys. Rev. Lett. 83 5258) obtained earlier on the basis of Girifalco's model, which assumes single-site only and spherically symmetrical interaction between C(60) molecules. We have calculated the translational and angular velocity autocorrelation functions and estimated the diffusion coefficient of fullerene in the liquid phase.